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NATURALL Y

GUMS

Some things that we use to help your gums stay healthy.

The magic of
Pharmaden
We have used their
nutraceuticals for years and
years. They work, as
advertised, but you have to
take them daily.

Perio-Therapy
Quite simply put, this speeds
the gum healing process from
the inside out in about half
the time, given that patient’s
healing mechanism is not
impaired. For those with
anything less than a severely
impaired mechanism, it
definitely helps too.

Osteo-Therapy
This slows bone loss and can
increase bone density. For a
few lucky ducks, it will actually
grow new bone. For the folks
who choose to go long term
with these, the vast majority
do well and avoid gum
surgery. For those who use
these after any kind of oral
surgery, the vast majority just
heal faster and better. For
those who have any kind of
grafting, they are fabulous.
Your gums matter

Liquid Gold for Your GUMS!
It took me a while to stumble upon this one but it is sure fire
proof that word of mouth still works (no pun intended). Another
dentist told me about this stuﬀ years ago. So, I decided to give it
a try and while there is no one perfect product, this is the best I
have seen in nearly forty years. You’ve gotta use it right and when
you do, it’s like pow, zap, dead! Bye-bye to bad bugs that cause
gum disease and Buﬀalo Breath, and it leaves the good bugs
alone. Not a bad one, two punch if you ask me! Please keep in
mind that you still have to brush and floss! Yea, I know, but an
ounce of prevention is still worth a pound of cure. Brush, Floss,
Brush, Floss, Brush, Floss, some things do not change. BRUSH,
FLOSS!
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OZONE! A MEDICAL&DENTAL MIRACLE!

PUTTING IT ALL
TOGETHER
• BRUSH with T&G paste.
• RINSE for 60 sec. with T&G

tonic.
• FLOSS between all of your

teeth.
It only takes a small amount of
T&G paste, so be chinchy. You
only need a one-third of a cap of
T&G tonic and you must rinse 60
sec. to get real results. That’s
forever in our millisecond society
but herbs need time to work.
Then FLOSS them toofies. Then
take your Pharmaden
nutraceuticals every day.
COLD STONE FACT: When your
in this program, or a form of it,
you need to be seen every three
months, NO KIDDING!! We need
to clean the deeper pockets out
for you, irrigate with health
preserving ozone, and we need
to monitor your gum health.

Ozone is a multi-page topic in and of itself. The things it can
treat in the mouth and the systemic diseases it can make better
are truly astounding. I, myself, am a walking, talking, testimonial
to the miracle that ozone is. As this is about the gum-toozies, we
shall go in that direction. A brief literature search turns up several
articles on ozone’s germicidal eﬀectiveness in treating gum
disease. I shall discuss my clinical observations over the past
nearly five years. Again, it does not cure gum disease, however, it
does help control it and has helped for almost everyone we have
used it for. It can be provided at a fraction of the cost that a
pharmaceutical company would charge. When using other
pharmaceuticals that are placed under the gums in the most
conservative way, each patient treated would have to pay
anywhere from one hundred dollars to hundreds of dollars.
Ozone can be placed in these same areas painlessly and at a
fraction of the cost. In addition, folks routinely report less
discomfort and faster healing, along with equal to or better
results than when we used another pharmaceutical.
Next on our agenda is the use of ozone to kill early cavities and
heal the tooth in lieu of a drill and fill. While this technique can
not be used for every cavity, it can be used as a preemptive strike
on very early developing cavities. This technique I’ve worked out
myself and we have been successfully using it for about three
years now. I gave a presentation on this technique to a room full
of dual degree dentists in the summer and it was well received.
For those of you who have had this done I think you will agree
that it’s PRETTY COOL. Ask any of our kiddos what they think
of no shots, no drill, and no fill.

Dr. Madson has two doctorates a DMD in
Medical Dentistry and an NMD in Naturopathic
Medicine and he is adjunctive facility at
Georgia Reagents University (The Medical
Collage) Collage of Dental Medicine in the
General Practice Residency. where he teaches
and lectures and has done so for a decade. He
is also certified in the ND YAG Laser, stem cells,
biologic dentistry, and is also Board Certified in
Botox and Facial Fillers.
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